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Understanding Diversification: 

When Dice Meet Probability 

 
 

The concept of diversification is the engine of 

portfolio construction and the driver of risk 

engineering in investment management. It is 

therefore essential for both investors and their 

advisors to have a practical understanding not only of what 

diversification is but how it actually operates; in other words, its 

inner workings – its mechanics.  

 

 

To begin appreciating the role of 

diversification in investment theory and 

practice, we must learn a little about event 

probability. One of the best ways of 

illustrating this is through the analogy of 

the throw of dice. In a simplified, 

completely random world, the distribution 

of returns of a single asset are analogous 

to the continuous uniform distribution generated by the repeated roll of a single, 

fair die - “fair” referring to a die that is not loaded! What does this mean? Simply 

that if we throw the die an “infinite” number of times and record how often each 

of the six sides turns up, we’ll have a histogram such as the one in Diagram 1 

where all the bars are roughly the same height. The diagram expresses this 

outcome in terms of probabilities rather than actual number of occurrences: Thus 

there is a 1-in-6 chance for each face of the die appearing, or approximately 17%.  

Rolling 1 die

1 2 3 5 64

p

1/6

Probability of getting a tail event: 

1-in-6 or 16.7%

Rolling 1 die

1 2 3 5 64

p

1/6

Probability of getting a tail event: 

1-in-6 or 16.7%

1: Distribution of a Single Die
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2: Double or Quits: Ground Rules 
 

 Each asset is represented by a die 

 Each side of the die represents a return 
outcome as follows: 
 

    

1 2 3 4 5 6

-100% -75% -50% 50% 75% 100%

Die throw outcome definition

  
 

 An “extreme outcome” is defined as a 
gain or loss of 100% 

Now let’s return to our analogy and set some ground rules for an imaginary game 

of double-or-quits in which we can buy a die for £1. Each die, therefore, represents 

an asset for which we can express a range of arbitrary performance outcomes as 

summarized in Diagram 2. The extreme outcomes are as follows: 

 

Worst case scenario for 1 die = throwing a “1” = a loss of 100% or “quits”  

Best case scenario for 1 die = throwing a “6” = a gain of 100% or “double” 

 

A 17% chance of losing everything in 

an imaginary game of double-or-

quits with £1 at stake may appear 

quite acceptable to most, especially 

since the flip side is a 50% chance 

(1/6+1/6+1/6 = 3/6 = 50%) of making 

50% or more if the die lands on 

number 4 or higher. But what if we 

raise the threshold from £1 to £500, 

£1,000, £100,000 or higher? A 17% 

chance of losing everything now 

depends on the utility value we see in the sum at risk. For most of us, that utility 

value increases sharply so that very soon, we will re-consider a 17% loss in a more 

sobering context! This is because, in actuality, most investors are risk averse and 

therefore their primarily concern is the “left tail” of the distribution, i.e. the 

behaviour and frequency of negative outcomes. So let’s steer our discussion in 

that direction and continue with our game.  

 

What can we do if we wish to stay in the game but reduce our chances of being 

called out with a “quits”? We know from basic principles of investing that a 

diversified portfolio of assets reduces the overall risk of loss.  Why is this and what 

will happen if we increase the “assets” in our hypothetical game from 1 die to 2 

dice? Two things: First, we will have to slightly modify our definition of worst/best 

case scenarios as follows: 

 

Worst case scenario for 2 dice = throwing two “1”s = a loss of 100% or “quits”  

Best case scenario for 2 dice = throwing two “6”s = a gain of 100% or “double” 
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Second, and more importantly, doubling our assets will significantly reduce the 

probability of a complete loss from 17% to 2.8%, an order of magnitude lower. The 

magical rule-of-thumb formula for calculating this for our dice game is: p = (p´)n 

where p is the probability of a joint outcome, n is the number of dice and p´ the 

probability of an individual outcome, which is a constant 1/6.  

 

Conveniently, this is an example of what is known as joint probability, the 

likelihood of two events A & B occurring together. In our case, that means getting 

a “1” on both dice. Formulaically, this is expressed as follows: P(AB) = P(A)*P(B), 

which effectively restates our magical dice formula and says: “the probability of 

both A and B occurring is the product of the probability of each of those events 

occurring”. So in our modified game with 2 dice, the joint probability of two “1”s 

is: 1/6*1/6 = 1/36, or odds of 36-to-1, which is the same as saying there is a 2.8% 

chance for this outcome. [Here is the worked example: (1/6)*(1/6) = 0.0277*100 ≈ 

2.8%; to calculate the odds, we simply inverse the fraction (1/0.0277 ≈ 36)].  

 

We can now easily extend the 

logic of this argument to three, 

four, five and ultimately n assets 

in our hypothetical portfolio, 

progressively reducing the 

overall risk of extreme outcomes. 

To illustrate, diagram 3 depicts a 

distribution resulting from the 

repeated throw of three dice. 

Worst/best case scenarios are summarized below and highlighted on the diagram. 

The probability of an extreme outcome is now (1/6)3, or 0.46%, that is odds of 216-

to-1. We would be throwing the three dice for a very long time before we obtain 

three “1”s, which is a good thing as far as risk reduction is concerned, but at the 

same time we’ll have to wait an equally long time to throw three “6s” – welcome 

to diversification! 

 

Worst case scenario for 3 dice = throwing three “1”s = a loss of 100% or “quits”  

Best case scenario for 3 dice = throwing three “6”s = a gain of 100% or “double” 

 

18

Rolling 3 dice

3 4 5 9876 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17

p

1/216

Probability of getting a tail event: 1-in-216 or 0.46%

18

Rolling 3 dice

3 4 5 9876 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17

p

1/216

Probability of getting a tail event: 1-in-216 or 0.46%

3: Distribution of Three Dice

Worst case scenario: 
3 “1”s = 3 

Best case scenario: 
3 “6”s = 18 
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Diagram 4 summarizes the three examples we have illustrated, in each case 

showing the worst case scenario and the probability of its occurrence.  Let’s 

review the last permutation: Just how far out are odds of 216-to-1? In statistical 

parlance, assuming normal distribution, they represent an event which is 2.6 

standard deviations outside the mean, a fairly uncommon occurrence. How 

uncommon? To get an 

idea, the odds of 

conceiving identical twins 

are roughly 285-to-1; of 

living beyond age 100, 

about 200-to-1. We might 

argue that there are 

plenty of twins and 

centenarians around and therefore these odds may strike us as too short for 

comfort when considering the welfare of our investment portfolio. So let’s 

welcome Harry Markowitz, the father of Modern Portfolio Theory. In his seminal 

book of 1959, aptly named “Portfolio Theory”, Markowitz proposed 8-15 as the 

optimum number of assets needed to fully diversify a portfolio.  

 

Recall our magical formula? If we suppose n=10 as being the optimal number of 

assets needed to fully diversify, then the odds of an extreme outcome (i.e., 

getting 10 “1”s in one throw) for our dice portfolio are lengthened to a point that 

they are overwhelmingly in our favour: (1/6)10 = 0.0000017% or odds of 6*107-to-1! 

We are, however, more likely to get this outcome than make it past age 130, an 

event with odds of 108-to-1! 
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4: When Dice Meet Probability

Number of dice Worst outcome Probability of worst  outcome

(1/6)1 = 0.166 ≈ 17% 
(1 in 6 chance)

(1/6)2 = 0.0277 ≈ 2.8%
1 in 36 chance)

(1/6)3 = 0.00463 ≈ 0.46%
(1 in 216 chance) 


